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court "shall specify the total amount due to the chargee at the date on

which the order is made.. " whilst under O83 13 of the RHC, requires that

there must be particularisation of the account between the chargor and

chargee which includes "tlte emount remaining under the charge" [see

0.83 13 (a)1. Thus, an additional or supplementary affidavit would be

required in an application for an Order for Sale for the purpose of

specifuing the amount due to the Chargee at the date on which the order is

made.

8. In specifring the amount due, the issue which confronts a BBA

contract is this. The PSA stipulates the sale price, the payment of which is

by way of instalments for a specified tenure of the contract. The agreement

is however silent on the amount due to the bank when the tenure of the

BBA contract has not completed. The non completion may be due to

prepayment or termination due to breach. Also, it is silent on the amount

payable when the bank has not paid the purchase price in full under the

PPA. What I have gathered thus far from cases involving Islamic banks

that have come before me, which includes Hong Leong Islamic Bank

Berhad" RFIB Islamic Bank Berhad, Bank Kerjasama Rakyat Malaysia

Berhad and Affrn Islamic Bank Berhad, is this. When a customer wants to

prepay under a BBA contract the bank will issue a redemption statement.

Usually the redemption statement will stipulate the amounts payable for
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prepayment at each monthly interval for period 3 months thereafter. The

redemption statement usually states tha! if prepayment is made at the end

of January for instance, the redemption sum would be less than if a

prepayment is made at the end of February and so foth. The redemption

sum is computed based on when payment is due. The computation, as I

understand it, is based on the full sale price under the PSA less the paid

instalments. Since the tenure of the contract has not completed, the bank

will further deduct as ibrar (a term used in Islamic banking for rebate)

what it refers to as 'l"rnearned profit". Unearned profit, as the name

suggests, is the amount which has yet to be earned by the bank. I have been

made to understand, from a testimony given by a representative of RFIB

Bank in another case, 'lmearned profit" is based on an Amortization table

used by these Islamic banks. According to his testimony, the Amortization

table is essentially an internal document in the form of a table that is used

in the banking industy throughout the globe. It enumerates or tabulates the

banking transaction and the particulars of which are as shown herein

below. Adjustments are made to the amount in the table in the course of

transaction, depending on whether the instalments are paid early or

otherwise. What I would like to illustrate here is the method of

computation used by the bank based on this table in determining the

balance sale price and the rebate granted to customers. A word of caution

is necessary in referring to this table. This table represents an ideal BBA

, l l
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transaction. In reality of a banking transaction, there may be late payment

of instalment by a customer. Then the bank will have to readjust the

respective figures in the table accordingly.

E.g.fo, illustration Wrposes only

Payment
No.

Installment Financing
Amount

Unearned Profit/
Ibrar

Balance
Selling Price

0 100,000.00 48,912.97 r48.912.97
I I ,128.13 99.s17.70 48.267.14 147 -784.85

t1 l 1 ,128.1  3 22.087.88 r.602.82 23.690.70
rt2 1,128.13 21,102.40 1,406.17 22.562.s7
n3 1,128.13 20.110.56 1,323.88 2r-434.44
rt4 1,128.13 19-t12.3l r.194.00 20.306.3r
n5 1,128.13 t8,t07.62 1,070.57 t9,178.19
116 1.128.  l3 17.096.43 953.62 18.050.06
r t7 1,128.13 t6-078.72 843.21 t6-921.93
n8 1,128.13 15,054.43 739.37 15.793.80
l l 9 1.128.13 14.023.53 642.14 14-665.67
r20 1,128.13 12,985.97 5sl .s7 t3.537.54
t2l 1,128.13 ll,94l.7l 467.7r t2.409.41
122 1.128.  t  3 r0.890.70 390.58 tt-281.29
t23 1,128.13 9,832.91 320.25 10.153.16
r24 1.128.13 8.768.29 256.74 9-025.03
r25 l .128.  l  3 7.696.79 200.1 l 7.896.90
t26 1,,128.13 6.618.37 150.4r 6.768.77
127 1,128.13 5-532.98 t07.66 5.640.64
r28 l .128.13 4.440.59 7r.93 4.512.51
r29 1.128.13 3.341.14 43.25 3.384.39
130 1.128.13 2.234.s9 21.67 2.256.26
l3 l 1,128.13 1.120.89 7.24 1,128.13
132 1,128.13 0.00 0.00 0.00


